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I. 1. Introduct.ion - Background and Object.i ve. : 

During the.last two" decades, the deveJopment_s ;in particle 

physics have mostly ~entred a~ound gauge symmetries of particle 

interactions. It· is now generally believed that Quantum 

Chromodyn~mics (QCD>, the _gauge theory of c;olour · SU<3>, 

0 descr-'i bes 'the strong interactions . of particl~s· while the 

Sal am-Wei nbe'rg-Bl.ashow gauge theory describes 
• l 

their- weal{ and electt--omagnetic interac"tions. A further,_step,in. the 

direction of .finding 'a complete and fundam£mtal 1aw' :for ·particle 
,'··. -

interaction will be to try to unify these forces. An intensive 

study of QCD and the 'inter-quark interaction,_ in . p~,.;:t-ii:ul~r, ·.· may 

provide useful information in our- quest for- a.successful theory of 

unification. Jhe recently discovered quarkonium •state's present 

objects of .gr-eat interest in this connection • 

. The quar:-koniurn spectroscopy provides a field where the t;:oncepts 

·of QCD could be tested e>:perimemtally. Deep-Ine:tastiC::; . "Lepton 

scattering processes have already provided some confirmation of c 

the perfurbative QCD. The quarkonium spectrosc-opy has the 

potential of' becoming another field, within the ra_nge ·.of our 

experimental capabilities, where QCD may be tested· qualitatively 

at all distance scales. The results obtained so far tend to 

confirm the e):pectation that QCD is the- most promising c~n-ididate 

for a dynamical theory of strong. interactions. It is a no~:_abelian 

local gauge theory which describes the interaction ofquarks'_ with 
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massless coloured spin 1 gauge bosons, the gluons~ U~li~e· ii1 QED, 

the effective coupling constant in QCD becomes feeble_· at large 

momentum transfers at !;>hart-distances } , ·so that quarJ~s no 

longer interact : strongly at small i nterquarl~ separations. > This 

concept of asymptotic 
1 

freedom is' consistent· with the 

2 
deep~ine1astic scatt~ring result•.- In QCD, the three colours of 

a ~uark are assumed to transform as a fundamental representation 

whereas the gluons transform. as a~ adjoint representation ·of 

SU{3} 
c_ An important constraint on the theory is that- elementary 

coloured quarJ~s and gluons are -not directly observablt? in an 

e>:peri ment. Thus the observed · bound states are supposed _ to be 

singlets in _the colour spac~. 

In. QCD calculations, .the results of a p~rtLtrbation-- theory 

are expected to be accurate for large momentum transfers~ 

Since 'tne· effet:tive quark gl!-Jon coupling . bet:omes sm~-~{ at ~ hig~' 

energies, the one-gluon-e>:change term dominates the potent-ial and 

the in:teraction potential is roughly of the coulomb type· .v-<r} .... 

1/r. However , perturba:t i ve· QCD does not give any e>:pl an at ion of 

the quark confinement. The general Eh:pectation is that·at a large 

separation, quarks feel an increasingly stroi-t'g restorin~ force 

which is responsible ·for their confinement. The Confjning 

hypothesis now seems to be an essential .ingrad~ent _- for bui.lding 

models of quarkonia. The interaction is supposed·to guarantee that 

all hadronic states observable in r-.ature are colour singlets.- .The 

large distance part of the' potential is, however, not yet 

determined accurately .. Its behavior may be as given by ··the· 
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str1ng and flu>:-tube models. Lattice gauge 

- C" - ~ 

theories provide 

some useful g\.lidance here~ It ·is· not yet clear whether·_ the- ·rate 

of growth of the potential is logarithmic
6 
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some power '- -- of 

distance. A popular belief is that the potent-ial rises linearly 

with the inter-quark distance, i.e. is ·the 

·string constant, a behavior also e>:pected from Wilson's area law. 

While the t:hoi.ce of the long distance potential gets some guidance 

from our theoretical bias, practically not much is Jmown about the 

n'ature of _the potential in 'th~- intermediate range. This is where 

the heavy quarkonium - spi?ctr,ciscopy proves to be -useful. The 

spectroscopy carries inform.ation about the shape of the potential 

at all distances, including the c~oss-over region; i.~. in t~~ g~p 

between the one-gl uon-e>:change potential and the confining 

potential. 

It may be recalled that the e>;.istence of five flavours of
'i 

·quarks ( u_.,d,c,s,b-} has so _far been found to be. consistent with 

the e>:perimental results._ 1--fow_ever; on theoretical grounds, a:. si>:th 

massive quark ( top quad~ > is ese;enti al for the standard -_three 

gererati on model. 
9 

Al thqt.tgh the top quark is yet to be di sc:overed, 

the search is on, particularly for the' toponium states, which 

would have properties similar to ~ and Y systems. All these 

state_s should be described fairly accurately by the Schrodinger _ 

equation with a flavou·r independent non-relativistic potential 

V<r>. 10 Since the mass of the quar~~ is assumed t.o be lar.ge 

compared to its binding energy, the relativistic: effects should 

give only small corrections. 
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To test the concepts outlined abmte, one has . .fo . calculate. 

the energy levels, leptonic decay widths as well as El transition 

rates for heavy quarl<oni.a by considering the spin-indep~ndent 

potential as the sum of the.short and long-range potentials. 

We have undertaken a similar study in.chapt~r 11. As a first step, 

we have considered a non-relativistic-potential consi~ting 'of a 

short-range 2-loop QCDpotential.matched to a confining potential 

at a large_ dis:tance. Apart from the cc and bb·states, we have ~lso 

studied the postulated tt ·states using the same flavour 

independent potential. We repeated the calculations including the 

rel ati vi sti c correctiorts. We have noted that the standard 

d t t 1 t t - f .t il Breit-Fermi type of spin- ependent po en ia s canno. sa l.S ac_o~y 

e>q:ilain the fine-hyperfine splittings· of heavy quarJ~onium states. 
. . . 1 
The recent observati~ns of P 

1 
states of the' bb and cc fami 1 ies 

have sharply focussed on the limd:.ations of the standard 

potentials. In c_hapter III, we have tried to fi.t the .e>eperimental· 

results by considering an additional contribution to' the 

fine-hyperfine interaction p~tentials staying w~thin the frame\<')od~-

of Breit -Fermi form. In chapter IV, we have made use of the 

general proper-ties qf Schrooi nger equation to predict some results 

for the wave:-func.tion. at the origin pertaining .to 3s and 
·1 

states of QQ systems. In the. last chapter7 . using a similar 

technique, some useful results for the two gluino bound states 
. . 

.have also been obtained by maJdng use of super-symmetry (SUSV) • · 

The aim of this thesis· was to study the properties of some 

newly discovered mesons which are identified as'bound ?tates of a 
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heavy quar~~ and its antiparticle so as to obtain some constraints 

on QCD. Considerabl'e phenomenological studies have already been 

made in this field but this rapidly developing area of studies 

make it necessary that our theoretical results be continuously 

compared with new e>:peri mental results. The phenomenology of heavy 

quarl;onia provides tests for the entire model based on QCD, the 

standard electrowea~{ theory and other theoretical· ideas of 

particle interactions. Using SUSY as an additional input, we could 

study the two gluino bound states within the same formalism. Our 

results on gg bound states will be useful in the confirmation of 

both QCD and SUSY and in establishing the· interplay between the 

two most appealing theoretical ingradients of high energy physics. 

II.2. Heavy QuarJconia - Experimental Results : 

Considerable e>:perimental results are now available for a 

detailed study of quarkonium spectroscopy. The spectroscopic 

25+1L notation for a QQ level is denoted by n J, where the symbols 

have their usual meaning. The two spin-half quarks can form 
The. 

spin-singlet and spin-triplet states.11<~.state with L=O is split into 

and 1s states. 
0 

For L ~ 1, one expects four states 

fine-hyperfine interactions. Some states have already been 

discovered. 

Electron-positron colliders are well-suited for the study of 

heavy quarkonia. The triplet S-states are produced di~ectly in 
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+ -e e annihilations whereas other states are produced yia 

electromagnetic and hadronic transitions. The present experimental 

information about th~ s-states , · P-states and their radial 

e>:ci tati ons for bh and cc systems are presented bel ow. 

F bb Y,
11 

our resonance, 
1 .... 1~ 

y• 'J:.' _, y,.12 and Y"' 14. have been 

+ -
observed in e e annihilation. But no singlet S-state (?~b) and 

state have so far been seen. Four- e>:periments, i. &. 

cuss/
5 

CLEo,
1 -? ARGUs

17 
and Crystal, Ba11

18
'

19 
detectors have 

observed the. states from the radiative decays of Y(2S>. 

1 2 
Each group confirmed the e>:istence of x and x states.-· But ·some 

-0 
discrepancy in the mass of x · state has· been r.eported. However,. 

the mass value repor,ted by ARGUS is po.ssjbly more r-eli,able.because 

of their accurate measurement of photon energy~. The e>:istence of 

2P bound states xbJ have been reported by CUSB group20 ·while the 

spin-singlet P--state in bottomonium, hb' has been reported by CLEO 

21 
Collaboration. -

The charmoni um states V' and ~I'' - have been observed in 
- ..,.., 

pp annihilation.L~ Subsequently, further states, vi~. 

2 
:~c states were also observed in pp annihilation by· the R704 

. .-,-:r 
Coll aborati on ..... _, Gaiser 

. '">4 
t ' l'-'& a . have measured the masses of 

J x · states by 
c 

studying the process lj.I(2S) + YX . The r~ state c: . ' 24 . 
has been detected in the inclusive photon spectra of. both' 'Y'. and 

V''. In addition, another paracharmonium 

discovered 25 by the Crystal Ball group. 

+ -

state 
..,.. 

The y.s r-'n
1 

> 

n' _has c 
. ' 26 
state. 

been 

has 

also been observed in .the e e cross-section. The R704 
. ?7 

Coll abor· at ion~ has reported some preliminary r·esul ts about· _the 
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spin-singlet· state h .-1hi ch 1 i es below the lJ'' · level. A· review of 
c 

particle properties.· by Particle Data 
. . '")8 
Groups4 gives. us the 

e>:perimental· ihftirmation ·for different states of the quarkonium 

systems. The.masses of all. the confirmed levels have been shown in 

Tabl~ 3.3 and.Table 3.4. So far there is nb signature of a 

toponium and .the general belief is that the mass of the 

top quar•{; if. it e>:ists, should be much higher-74 than 30-50 GeV, 

as anticipated by UAl 
' . ':'1'9 

Coli aborati on.""· The aspect~ of the 

qua':"l~oni urn spectroscopy which are usual! y studied. are· discussed 

breifly in the following : 

i) Masses o:f quarks and quarJcohla : 

The mass spectrum of a quad~onii...\m f ami l y i s given by 

Mn HlQ} = 21'1Q + En(MQ, V > < 1. 1} 

where 11
9 

is the quark mass and·En is the energy eigenvalue of the 

• 
non-relativistic Schrodinger equation with the chosen QQ potential 

V<r>. The input mass in.this calculation is the mass assigned· to 

the relevant quark flavour. Since free quarks have not y~t been 
' . . 

seen, it is difficult to measure its mass in the usual way. The 

quark masses are known indirectly ·from'measurements on hadrons and 

different measurements may, in principl·e·, lead to di~ferent 

masses. Two different types of masses are usually asso.ciated with 

the quarJ~ of a given flavour-,· the current mass and the .constituent 

mass. The processes involving larcje momentum transfers . are 

associated "'i th the current mass. For dealing with the ·static 
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properties of hadrons~ constituent. mass is more suitable. 

It may be noted that.inside the haqron~ qt.~arks' are.associated with 

gluon field. An alternative definati on. of the constituent ... quark 

mass is that 'it minimizes the effects, of gluons and sea quarl's in 

a calculation of the static p'roperties. However, the co'nstituent 

quark masses are usually treated as free'paramt:?ters in a.potential 

model calculation of the quarkonium. 

ii) Lept.onic Widt.h : 

The leptonic decay mode of a vector me~on is due to QQ 

annihilation via a vi~tual photon. The non-relativistic formula 

for the decay of a quar-k-antiquark bound state into a lepton 

. 30 
pal. r is 

r = ee 
( 1.2) 

Thu·s tt)e annihilation amplitude is proportional to r/>(0), the value 

of the wave~function of the QQ state at zero separation. The 

formula should, however, be corrected for vacuum polarization 

' 31 
ef feet,· which has been treated by a num~?er of at.,thors. . In most 

cases the correction may be included by following the suggestion 

of Poggio and Schnitzer, uiz. by replacing ¢><0> by rj>(1/M
9

>, where 

MQ is the quark mass~ Physically this .e>:presses ·the simple fact 

that the annihilation may ta~~e place once the particl·es.are w~thin 

the de:-Broglie wavelengths of each other. The· measured. leptonic 
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widths of the heavy quarkonia provide useful constraints on the 

wave-function and hence on the QQ potential. 

iii) E1 TJ·ansit.ions : 

The transitions of heavier quar-!a:mia to lighter ones ta~~e 

place through either strong or electromagnetic interaction. Some 

of the electr-omagnetic transitions which have been observed are 

13 P 
""'\ ""'\ 

13 8 ?38 13 P "3P c:>3S 3 3 8 -+ 1-s .,~p 
-+ -+ ..... -+ 

J 1 
, 

.L. J 1 
, - 1 J 

, 
.L. J .L 1 'J 1 

13 P ..,.3s 7 

and -+ .,-'p These ar-e all £1 transitions. Some Ml 
J _, 1 -'- J . 

transitions have also been observed but this will not be tr-eated 

here. The quarkonium wave-function t.-lhich is approximately 

determined by the potential model calculation helps in the 

evaluation of the relevant decay width, rEl' 

rates of the quarkonia are ·given by 

The E1 transition 

00 
7 

n' 351) 4 2 
..,.. 7 )2 r (n-'P J 
_, 

( f R (R , 
1
r-'dr (1. 3) -+ r + == 9 a eQ c.:. 

n•n , 
0 

00 

3 
n'

3
PJ> 

4 2J+l 2 7 ...., 
)2 _, 

( f RnORn, 1r--'dr r<n s 1 -+ y + = 3 -9- a eQ c.:. ( 1.4) 

0 

where e 0 is the electric charge of· the quark, c.:. represents the 

photon energy and R, the radial "'#ave-function. This transition 

occurs between states with opposite parity and the partial width 

is proportional to the square of an overlap integral involving the 
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1P and, 18 wave-functions. Thus one can.measure the overlap between 

the two wave~functions from the transition rate. 

It is now well-known that the electric dipol~ transition 

v1' ..,. ·r:x ., is relatively suppressed •. A number of factors seem to 

contri.bute to. this effect. The dipole matri>: element is influenced 

by th~ relativistic wave-function distortions. The quantity 

is particularly, sen.sitive to the relativistic 

ccw'rect ions. This is because the integral . is found to be the sum 

of the tli'JO contributions of opposite sign pue to the presence' of a 

node in the 28 wave-function.· A shift in the wave-function caused 

by the rel ati vi sti c corr.ecti ons reduce the value of ·the matri>: 

' ~2 
element. The coupled channel effects~ for y;' which ·also reduce 

the ove~lap befween its wave-function and that of the ~-wave. x 

state should also be considered. It is important to note that 

relativi?tic corrections in the Y syste~ are much smaller than 

that in the y.t system. 

1.3. Heavy Quarkonia Theoretical aspects : 

For heavy quarkonia, a non-relativistic treatment·based on 

a Schrodinger equation with a static potential should be a very 

good appro>:imation., so far as the .spin-averaged ,properties are 

concerned. A number ·of authors have discussed relativi!:;tic 

spin-dependent calculations making use of this non-relativistic 

potential. The spin-dependent ·effects have been obtained by 

inserting the one-gluon-e>:change interac:tion in'to the relativistic 
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wave-equation 7 such 
? 7 ._\.....::, 

as Bethe-Salpeter (BS} equation with a 

suitable ~'ernel. The Breit-Fermi reduction34735 of the BS equation 

leads to the well-lmown sp~n-dependent interaction terms. However, 

the reduction in.volves an appro>:imation of the BS equation which 

essentially reduces it to a non-relativistic Schr6dinger equation 

with correction terms including both spin-dependent and 

spin-independent terms. One of the many well-known difficulties in 

the treatment of the BS equation is related to the relative time 

coordinate. A number of authors36 , 37 have solved the BS equation 

for quarkonium in the 'instantaneous' approximation so that in the 

centre of mass frame, the relative time coordinate vanishes. This 

. 38 reduces the BS equation to a Salpeter equat1on. A QCD. oriented 

BS equation has been discussed by Mittal and M•t 39 
~ ra in the 

'null-plane' approxi~ation in order to obtain the mass-s~ectra of 

heavy as well as light quarkonia. Jacobs et a~. 40 also have 

considered an 'instantaneous· approximation to solve the BS 

. . 
equation in momentum space with vector and seal ar 1-~ernel s but the 

results seem to be quite complicated. It may be pointed out. that 

the non-relativistic SchrOdinger .equation with the usual 

Brei t-Fermi correction terms can be derived from the Breit 

equation itself. 

Eichten and Feinberg41 have described the spin-dependent 

forces in heavy quarl~ systems by taking into account the 

non-abelian nature of QCD and using a gauge invariant formalism. 

They start from the wilson loop where a 1/M e>:pansion of the quark 

propagator is inserted. They relate the spin-dependent parts of 
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the potential to correlation functions of electric and magnetic 

field strengths. They assume that the colour-magnetic field 

interactions vanish at a l·a1··ge distance. Assuming that the 

1 ong-ra':lge ·.·part.· · of the potential transforms like- a Lorentz 

scalar, it is argued that the confinement is associated with a 

purely electric term while the hyperfine potential is associated 

with the magnetic one. 42 
Gromes also has claimed that the 

confining potential must be a scalar. Grames has obtained an 

important relation connecting vt , v._ and v 7 v = v., - v~ which , _._ _._ 

follows from the Lorentz invariance of the theory where v1 and 

represent the spin-orbit potentials and v gives the 

non-relativistic potential. Representing the magnetic field by a 

space--lila? loop integral and applying the area laYl, Grames arrives 

at the conclusion that the sign of the spin-orbit term is opposite 

to that obtained by Eichten and Feinberg41 and in an earlier paper 

43 44 by Grames and is identical with that of BuchmUller. 

Using a modified Richardson potential 

plus coulomb form, Mo~hay and 45 Rosner 

instead of 1 inear 

have included the 

relativistic corrections to the spin-independent potential. 

Following the approach of EF, they calculated the energies, 

leptonic widths and dipole transition rates of 'I' and Y systems. 

Some consequences of relativistic effects have been discussed by 

46 McClary and Byer--s choosing a seal ar potential for- the confining 

potential. The sign of the spin-·orbit contribution arising from a 

scalar potential is the same as proposed by Buchmtillar44 and 

42 47 Grames •. Pantaleone et al. also adopt an approach based on the 
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wor•' of EF to calculate ~he spin-dependent corrections to the 

static QCD potential upto a 2 term •. They e>:tend the formalism for 
s 

'. ' 
both equal and unequal·masses to obtain spin-9ependent terms which 

contain ~ogarithmic as well as inverse powers of the heavy quark 

rrsass. 

On the otherhand, Gupta, Radford and Repl,o48 , 49 <GRR> have 
. \ ,· ~ 

given a potential which incm-porates higher order perturbative 

corre~1;ions to spin-dependent and spin-independent terms of the QQ 

potenti~l. They have calculated the fine-hyperfine splittings by a 

perturbative approach. They consider a renormalization scale 

parameter p which is fixed by minimizing the effect pf higher 

.order terms which occun:;. in a renormalization group improvement of 

the potential. Their study reveals that the confining potential 

may be regarded as the effect of a scalar exchange. Using GRR 

. 50 
scheme; Igi and Ono have investigated the properties of cc and 

bb states for variot:ts values of A--
MS 

and observed that the 

fine....,h'yperfine interaction is not only ·sensitive to the choice of 

the QO potential but aiso very sensitive.to the value of· AMS 
. 51 

Fulcher has d~veloped an abbreviated form of GRR scheme which is 

based on the numerical solution of the Schrodinger equ~tion. He 

. 2 
has considered the a correction to the static potential but 

s 

neglectt:?d these corrections for the spin-dependent part.: He has 

included a coulomb term in the confinement potential. by. 

introducing a join radius, v1here the running coupling· constant 

stops running. All these modifications yielded better results for 

the Y system than what one gets in the original GRR potent-ial. 
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In the GRR renormalization scheme, the perturbative 

potenti:al not only depends on the renormalization scheme_, but also 

on the renormalization ·scale parameter. The method generally 

involves a long. calculation. On the other-hand, in the EF approach, 

the quantity AMS is usually chosen as one of the free parameters. 

In our calculation, we have followed the EF approach. 

I. 4.. Supersynunet.J'Y and bound st.at.es 

The super-symmetric theories have been found to offer a very 

e>:citing field of resea~ch' in the conte>:t of the unification 

schemes of the elementary particle interactions. The idea of 

super-symmetry <SUSY> was initially introduced to solve the gauge 

hie~archy problem in GUTS. It has also an aesthetic appeal. It 

is, therefore, not surprising that these theories have 

opened up a very attractive field of_ research~ 

In super-symmetric theories, elementary bosons have 

super symmetric fermion partners and vice-versa. The 

supersymmetric partners have the same mass when SUSY is unbroken. 

The fermionic and bosonic masses and couplings get related to 

each other when SUSY is imposed on a theory, thereby reducing the 

number of free parameters in the theory. 

If SUSY is broken, the energy of the lowest lying state need 

not be e>:ac:tly zero. One e>:pects SUSY to be approximate in 

nature, so that the superpartners will be split.. One of the 

important features of a supersymmetric theory is that it predicts 

~~.~ r:. ·• -~ ·Jt'oai~·tti·•t; 

UilA' i. ~ ~-· ' : \J' ~l'oR'W 
fNU.,i ~. ~ .. t> hli Mi. ·u N P Vi 
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the ·e>:istence of a·ssoc:iated particles differi.ng by one-half unit 

of ~pin. A~ong the ·susy particles, t~e gluino, the SUSY partner of 

the gauge b9?on gluon, seems to of'fe,r a wide range of interactions 

accesible by the present . e>: peri mental f aci 1 i.ti.es • Each 

superpartnt?r.·carries .a good quantum number, 
. . 5'"> 
R-parity, • which 

pl ~ys the role of .a f 1 avour-conservi ng quantum number. In almost 

all models, the gl_uino is'e>:pected to.·be the lightest sparticle, 

apart from: the photino, the· spin 1/2 partner of photon. Phot:lno 

is e)q3ected to. be a "very· light particle and its detection· is very 

much· difficult due tci its relativt?lY weak int·eraction. In most 

models, supersymlf,e~ric particles may· be detected by their decay 

pr.odu~ts. The gluino decays predominantly via the process g -+" QQ y 
where photino -is ass.umed to be loru,;J-lived. The photino carries off 

energy and momentum which are not detected. 

Like gluon, g~uino is a colour octet. Due to this nature and 

its.lar.ge coupling· strength, the c.ros,s---sec-tipn ·for pr·oducton of a 

gluino pair'.is h·nmty times larger than those of the quark pair of 

equal mass. Since t~e lifetime is believed to be relatively long, 

it can p~ssibly be easily identified. The light gluino search can 
=..,.. 

be t:arri ed out in Beam dump· e>~peri ments....s...> with beam energy 1 

TeV. At a ·hadron collider., gluino pair production occur via 

. ' ' 54 
glu.on-gluon scattering. The hadron c·ollider is a suitable place 

for the search of a heavy gluino. 
" == 

The UA1 Collaboration....s.J 'have 

analysed the·ET data ~nd have cbncluded that the mass limit of 

~luino is greater than 53 GeV. E~plic.it search for gluino :of a 

mass .upto· 150-200 GeV at the Fermilab Tevatrori have been suggested 
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. 56 . 57 
by dif.f.erent authors. · Barnet-t et al. surveyed the decay modes 

.and signatures of ~luinos in minimal supersymmetric .model. The 

important features of these decays and their phenomenological 

:i,mpli.cation have also been discussed.· 

The gfui~o 7 being a self-conjugate majorana fermion., may 

bind with· quar~s, gluons and other gluinos and form colour·singlet 

bound states. Li~e ordinary fermion-anti'fermion states.,~ the parity 

of gluinonium state is 
. . . L 

given by P = -(~1> and C-parity 

positive. The bindin-g energy and wave-function at the origin of gg 

state are 1 arge. Since the gluino mass is heavy, the gluinonium 

state can be desi:ribe(j by the non-relativistic potential model as 

in the QQ sy_stem although some differences occur in, . the case of 

gluinos. The differences arise mainly because.gluinos are major-ana 

fernii ons and · also because they belong· to a col our octet.. The 

·short-range_ part of the potential may be represented as v-.... (r) = gg 
9 . . ' 

4 v
0

Q<r> where 9/4 ·comes from the ratio of quadratic casimir 

operators for the adjoint andfundamental representations. This is 

valid only for the short-range part of the potential. Some 

58 59 , 
authors, " however, assumed that this relation holds for the 

enti.re gg potential. Among ott:ter· gluino states, the. glueballino 

.... ' 

<gg> states may be formed by replacing one gluino in a gluinonium 

state by ·on'e gl,.•on. These states should be exper·imentall y 

identified more easily than other glue. ball. !5tates. Mitra and 

60 
Ono · have studied the properties of the glueballino ._and · hybrino 

\gQQ) states .by usir,g a BS model. The di sco:very of any of these 

states will be extremely exciting. 
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I. 5., Stmuna'r y of t.he wor Jc done : 

.The fqllowing gives the chapter-wise summary of the war•~ 

rep6~t~d in the thesis.:_ 

a) In chapter I I , the properties of the heavy quarJ~oni a have been 

stud~ed by the non~relativ~stic potenti·al model. The potential 

chosen is the vacuum· polarization. corrected 2-:-loop QCD potential 

supplemented by a confining.··potential. The energy levels, leptonic 

decay widths. with and wl.thout Poggid-Schnitzer correction and E1 

transition r~tes of V' and Y families ~re calculated and are found 

to b.e in good agreement with the expe~imental· results. The 

top.oni um spectroscopy is studied for the e>:pected · · range of top 

quarl~ mass·< 30-70 GeV ) • Considering the · e>:perime.ntal branching 

ratio, the .total width . and the hadroni c decay ·width of the 

.:t:~ 'states are also dett:?rmined. Potential model calculations seem 

to be fairly successful in describing the non-relativistic 

properties of'heavy quarkonia. 
. . ' 

b> In chapter III,·we discuss the spin-dependent interactions in 

· . .- . 1 
QQ systems. We not_e· that . the newly dJ. scovered P 

1 
states of bb and 

cc systems, . in particular,· pose serious problems to the standard 

· moc:fel s. We present an e>:tensi ve analysis to show that· the standard 

Breit-Fermi .type of interactions cannot fit the e>:perimental 

results accurate! y. A modi fi·cati on of the formal_i sm is suggested. 

A model calculation with a realistic potential' is carried out. The 

potential. consi"sts of· a 2c-loop ,QCD short-range potef'tial and a 

scalar long-range potential with a.n additional term, .as suggest'ed 
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by Luscher and also supported by lattice-gauge results. The energy 

level splittings are calculated with this potential. The 

possibility of including t~e spin-dependent contribution of a 

pseudo-scalar exchange is also considered. It is seen that 

although the modi·f i ed formalism just about accommodates the trend 

of data for 1P
1 

states, the Breit~Fermi interactions in. general 

lead to severe constraints on the parameters of the potential when 

one tries to fit the entire range of quarkonia data. The choice of 

the BrEit-Fermi form for the spin-dependent interactions do not 

allow enough freedom to fit the recent data on 
1

P levels. 
1 

c) In chapter IV, we note that apart from the inadequacy of 

Breit--Fermi type of interactions for describing the fine-hypel~fine 

splittings of heavy quarkonia., the presence of highly singular 

terms like 3 6 (r} and 
~ 

1 /r~' terms also tend to mak~ the 

perturbative calculations unreliable. Exact results or bounds, 

even ·if weak, will be very useful in this context. Using Martin's 

techniques, some ~o-~eak inequalities for the values of ·the 

wave-function at the origin for the triplet and singlet S-states 

have been derived for a large class of QQ potentials, including 

the recently proposed Gupta's potential. The inequalities could be 

used to predict bounds for the decay vli dths of the l)b states. This 

inequality will be useful in quarl~onium spectroscopy. 

d} In chapter V, the effect of the long-range confining potential 

on the two gluino bound states has been studied in a particular 

potential model. A power law potential has been chosen as the 

long-range part of the potential. The asymtotically free nature 
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of QCD suggests that the short-range behavior- is du.e 

to one-gluon-e>:change. From super-symmetric considerations, we may 

e>:pect that the short-distance part of the gg potential, is 

9/4 times the QQ potential, v
0
6. However, the relation between 

. 
long-range parts of Vgg and VQQ is completely unknown. We have 

chosen a long-range potential which is ~-times the 

long-range potential for QQ where r~ lies in the interval 0.5 ~ r~ ~ 

3. We have applied Martin's techniques to derive some useful 

inequalities for the value of the wave-function at the origin, 

y,..~~~(O), for a general class of po'ti9ntials. The results are useful gg . 

for estimating various decay widths and production cross-sections. 

To summarize, our calculations seem to confirm that the 

phenomenology of the heavy quarl,onia are in general consistent 

with the Qasic concepts of QCD, although some details are yet to 

be understood. With the new accelerators becoming operational in 

near future, a more definite ~onclusion may hopefully be drawn. 
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